Natsume To Bring Racing And Tank Action To Nintendo Systems This
Summer!
Gotcha Racing And Brave Tank Hero From Arc System Works Coming To 3DS and Wii U
Burlingame, CA. – May 21, 2015 - Natsume Inc., a worldwide developer and publisher of family-oriented
video games, announced today that it will bring two new titles from Arc System Works to Nintendo Wii U
and Nintendo 3DS this Summer. Developers of popular franchises including Guilty Gear, BlazBlue and
more, Arc System Works has partnered with Natsume to bring top-down racing and 3D tank-action to
North American audiences.
Gotcha Racing (Nintendo 3DS)
Enjoy the fast-paced action of a top-down racing game with a twist: parts you use to make your car are
dispensed by Capsule Machines! As you progress through the game and gain access to better Capsule
Machines, your car will become the envy of the racing world! Try to make the ultimate, unbeatable car!
Race on 12 different tracks, compete in Grand Prix races, and conquer six different racing grades while
trying your luck with numerous capsule machines to unlock! Combine parts to raise their stats before
using StreetPass to race against other players and receive even more parts! Don't blink, or you'll miss this
high-octane racing game available for Nintendo 3DS this July!
Brave Tank Hero (Nintendo 3DS and Wii U)
Paradise City has been invaded! It's up to you, brave soldier, to help take the city back! Complete over 50
action-packed Missions in this 3D action tank game! Power up your tank to take on the increasingly
difficult enemies, replay Missions to get better rankings to help power up your tank, and use your radar to
plan key tactical strikes!
Choose from 3 different types of tanks to take on the enemy, including huge and fearsome boss tanks!
Defeat the invading forces to return the "Paradise" back to Paradise City! Make sure to keep this game on
your radar, soldier! Brave Tank Hero will be available for both Nintendo 3DS and Wii U this August.
"The Arc System Works titles are exactly the type of high-quality niche titles we love to bring to our
audience," said Hiro Maekawa, CEO and President of Natsume Inc. "Fans have been asking for more
pick-up-and-play experiences they can enjoy in short or long bursts of playtime, and we’re happy to be
working with Arc System Works to provide exactly that to our fans!"
Players can follow the latest news for all of the beloved Natsume franchises at www.natsume.com and by
scooping all of the latest Natsume updates, contests, screen shots and more
at www.natsume.com/facebook and www.twitter.com/natsume_inc.
###
Natsume assets can be found here: http://www.clevercomm.com/Natsume/

About Natsume
Natsume Inc. is a worldwide developer and publisher that specialize in unique and family-oriented
interactive entertainment software for a variety of platforms. Most known for publishing Reel Fishing and
Harvest Moon, Natsume is dedicated to producing quality video games. For more information about
Natsume Inc., visit www.natsume.com www.natsume.com

